Please Support Cyndie’s Battle with CPS

January 24, 2020
Thank you to everyone who has donated, supported, prayed for and spread the word regarding
my friend Cyndie’s battle with CPS in Parker, Colorado. As many of you know, Cyndie moved to
Parker on the recommendation of her son’s pediatrician in Florida, to receive treatment at
Colorado Children’s Hospital’s pediatric neurology division which is renowned for their level of
care. Her son suffers from seizures since infancy and was on the autism spectrum. Due to a
grand mal seizure that caused brain damage, she had to seek medical care from wherever she
was recommended to go in order to ensure he was given every opportunity to thrive. She is an
extremely loving and attentive mother.
Within 18 months of arriving in Parker, CO, CPS showed up at her door and charged her with
“exaggerating her son’s medical condition”. With nothing to hide she handed over his medical
records and opened her doors willingly to help clear the confusion. She has medical records
from the University of Miami, her child’s pediatrician, and other professionals that show he
received periodic checkups and exams. They did not allow any evidence or witnesses on her
behalf in the court hearings or the investigation. They misplaced her court file when she went to
get a copy, hid the case number in the system from her attorney, and refused to hand over any

transcripts of hearings. They held secret hearings and made rulings regarding her child all in an
effort to steal him unlawfully. Cyndie’s children hold high monetary value to the county agency in
the form of Title-IVE money the federal government sends for the removal, foster care, and
adoption of children in CPS’s care. Special needs children are worth more money than healthy
children. This is the motive – money – greed.
Parker Colorado CPS does not consist of expert level medical professionals, psychiatrists, and
social workers who convene in an honest effort to determine if their services are warranted like
most of us assume. It is a band of county employees who have no oversight and wield complete
power of the lives of those they investigate. In Cyndie’s case, they had a narrative and they
refused any evidence that contradicted it. As you know they removed the child with no court
order in a secret hearing and have only allowed 2 visits with his family in the 8 months they have
had him. Cyndie had no choice but to go public as something very insidious was going on. CPS
complained about the interviews she was doing in court hearings and in order to shut her up,
had her arrested for kidnapping. The affidavit does not state who she kidnapped, when, where,
etc., because no one was kidnapped. These are false charges and complete abuse of power.
They took her 16 year daughter into custody, and issued a warrant for her arrest. Unfortunately,
Cyndie’s case is not the only one or the only time a parent is arrested for protesting CPS’s
abuse of power. Murderers, bank robbers, thieves are afforded more legal rights in the courts
than a parent who is accused of neglect by CPS. Please help this mother who is being
railroaded by the system. Thank you for your donations as this is a costly and ongoing battle
that we will not stop until victory is reached and her children are back home with their loving
mother where they belong.
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